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in a two-level system for SF,.
The pulse-delay times shown in Fig. 3 refer to

the intensity peaks; they cannot be accounted for
theoretically, even if we were dealing with SIT
in a two-level system, since the dephasing col-
lision times and laser-pulse durations were of
the same order of magnitude in oux' studies. %e
find a decrease in delay time with decreasing
chlorine pressure at constant total values of pc&,
corresponding to a decrease in pulse-delay time
with increasing dephasing collision frequency
(see Fig. 3).

%e did not observe multiple-pulse formation
and nearly complete transparency, perhaps be-
cause of relatively poor laser-beam quality.
Gibbs and Slusher' showed in studies of SIT for a
two-level system that, for a sing). e-mode laser
output, the intensity distx'ibution must be uniform
in order to allow observation of multiple pulses
and peak amplification.

In conclusion, we re-emphasize the fact that
we axe dealing with a "pseudo-two-level" system
since the upper state in the bound-free transi-
tions is unstable in times of the order of 10 "
sec. The fact that anomalous transmission is
nevertheless observed must indicate that nonline-
ar interactions with the coherent radiation field
take place on a similar time scale, thereby pro-
duelQg excessive tx RQspRI ency 1Q R kind of lossy
system. The detailed nature of this problem

clearly requires theoretical study.

)Research supported by the Advanced Research Pro-
jects Agency of the Department of Defense and moni-
tored by the U. S. Army Research Office (Durham) un-
der Contract No. DA-31-124-ABO-D-257.

*Much more extensive compilations of experimental
findings and of related interpretive work appear in the
Ph.D. thesis of B. C. Sepucha, University of California,
San Diego ) 1971,
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Collisional Excitation of N' at 50 keV~

D. H. Crandall, * G. York, V. Pol, and J. T. Park
Physios Department, Unioewsity of Missouri-Rolln, Rolla, Missouri 85401

(Received 15 November 1971)

The excitation spectrum of N+ has been observed by examining the energy lost by a 50-
keV N beam passing through a He target. The spectrum exhibits dramatic features vrith

'

large cross sections. Determination of the approximate ratio of metastable to ground-
state ions in the primary ion beam has permitted measurement of excitation cross sec-
tions from both ground-state and metastable N+ iona colliding vrith He target atoms.

Energy analysis of fast ions aftex' collision has
recently been employed to study excitations of
atoms, moleeules, and ions. ' ' Park and Schowen-
gerdt~ describe the apparatus employed in the
present study. Modifications have improved ener-
gy resolution and facilitated data handling, s but
have not altered the basi. e technique.

The ion N 18 of intel est ln Rstx'ophyslcs Rnd
atmospheric physics. The forbidden transition
2Pa'D - 2P23P at 6584 A is used extensively for

determination of electron temperature and degree
of ionization in nebulas. e ' This transition and
the forbidden transition 2P' '8- 2P"I) at 5755A
are also observed in aurora and airglow and are
employed in understanding these phenomena. e'0

Beam-foil spectroscopy measuremqnts of life-
times of excited N' states, "electron impact ion-
izRtlon of N ~ Rnd eIQlsslon lines of N f

lorn

electron impact on N, ' have been repox'ted.
The apparent differential (energy-loss) cross
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FIG. 1. A typical data set for N on He at 50 keV,
showing the apparent cross-section differential in
energy loss versus the energy lost by the N ion. The
term apparent means that the instrumental resolution
function has not been unfolded from the data. The data
have been normalized with respect to the magnitude of
the incident current and the target particle density.

section for 50-keV N' incident on He is shown in
Fig. 1. Helium was chosen as a target because
the lowest-lying excitation of helium, requiring
19.82 eV, does not interfere with the first three
N' peaks. The primary ion beam is not shown,
but has the shape of the first peak with a typical
full width at half-maximum of 0.8 eV. The first
two large peaks are identified as excitations of
the N' ions from the 2P"P ground state to the
2P"D state requiring 11.42 eV and 2P"P state at
13.52 eV.' The energy location is found by a
least-squares fit of a parabola to eleven data
points (spaced at 0.1 eV) around the maximum.
Energy values thus obtained agree with spectro-
scopic values" to +0.02 eV.

The small peak at 16.03 eV is evidence of the
presence of metastable ions in the incident beam.
Only the 2p"D state and the 2p' 'S state at 1 ~ 89
and 4.06 eV above the ground state have transi-
tions which can contribute to this peak. Ignoring
intercombination transitions, "the transitions
contributing to the 16.03-eV peak are excitations
from the 2P D metastable level to the 2PS D a,nd
Ss 'P states at 15.98 and 16.60 eV, respectively,
and from the 2p"S level to the 3p'P state requir-
ing 16.34 eV. Intercombination transitions are
ignored because peaks such as those which would
be produced at 7.36 eV by 2P"S- 2P"D and at
9.53 eV by 2P2 ~D - 2PS sD are not observed in the
present data.

In order to determine the relative effect of the
2p"D and 2p''S metastables, a detailed analysis
of the 16.03-eV peak was carried out for several

0-
I5 16

ENERGY LOSS (eV)

l8

FIG. 2. Detailed analysis of the peak observed at
16.03 eV due to transitions of metastable states only.
Curve 1, one data set; curve 2, 2p D 2p D; curve
3, 2p 8—sp E; curve 4, 2p D-38'F'; curve 5, fit to
data by adding curves 2, 3, and 4. The data are shown
to the same relative scale as that used in Fig. 1.

data sets. Figure 2 shows the results of the
analysis for one data set. The procedure used""
(employing a small computer) was to assume the
presence of peaks, each having the energy distri-
bution of the primary ion beam, at the spectro-
scopic locations of the transitions involved. A
least-squares fit to the data then yields the ap-
propriate magnitude of each peak which, when
summed over all transitions, will reproduce the
data. The transition 2P"S to 3P 'P at 16.34 eV
(curve 3 of Fig. 2) was given nearly zero ampli-
tude by this process in all data sets analyzed.

In addition to the preceding analysis there is no
positive evidence of any of the other transitions
which should take place from the 2P"S state. For
example, the transition 2 'P' -Ss3' Pshould re-
sult in a peak at 14.43 eV, which could be ob-
served even if the magnitude were only a few per-
cent of that for the observed transition 2P"P
—2P"P at 13.52 eV. With the assumption of ther-
ma, l equilibrium in the source, the population of
the 2p2'S metastable should be approximately 14%
of the 2P2~D metastable population and less than
3% of the total beam. Because of these factors,
the 2p''S state has been eliminated as a. possible
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beam component in the analysis of the present
data.

Normally, the determination of excitation
cross sections from energy-loss spectra data is
straightforward. s However, the presence of the
2P' 'D metastable state complicates the data anal-
ysis. The problem of metastable contamination
of ion beams is not new. Techniques previously
applied to measure the fraction of metastable""
are of doubtful value in the present case because
of the close energy spacing between the metasta-
ble and ground states.

Again, ignoring intercombination transitions,
the first two peaks in the energy-loss spectrum
are entirely composed of contributions from ex-
citation of the ground state, and the third peak
contains only contributions from the metastable
state. The energy-loss spectra themselves can
then be used to determine the fraction of 2Ps'D
metastables in the beam if this fraction can be
made to change between two consecutive observa-
tions of the energy-loss spectra. The ion source
used is of the discharge type with the discharge
maintained between a hot filament and an anode
plate. Best operation of the source is at pres-
sures near 50 pm with a discharge of 40 V and
about 0.1-A discharge current. Several other

modes of operation were tried in order to change
the metastable ratio. A higher discharge voltage
(near 80 V) did show an increase in metastables.

%riting the ground-state fraction of the N' beam
as f for the 40-V discharge and as f' for the 80-V
discharge, we have

Il =rrlfInl, Il' =frlf'I'n'1,

Is =vsflnL, Is'=frsf'I'n'I,

Is =os(1 -f)Inl, Is' =as(1 -f')I'n'fr

where I is the total incident ion beam current; n
the number density of target atoms; / is the colli-
sion path length; and 1„ I~, and I, are the ion
currents in peaks 1, 2, and 3, respectively, from
the cross sections 0'» 0'» and 0'3. The primed
texms are the same functions for the 80-V dis-
charge. Equations (1) can be readily solved to
yield the appropriate ground-state fractions in
each of the discharge modes and the cross sec-
tions.

The average results of this analysis on several
sets of data are shown in Table I. The ratio of
the cross sections 2P"D - 3s'I' to 2P"D - 2P"D
in the third peak is given by the curve fitting pro-
cess (Fig. 2) to be 0.37. This yields estimated
cross sections of (1.2+ 1.0)x10 'r cms for the

TABLE I. Experimental results for determination of metastable to ground-state ratio and
Cl 088 seCtlons ~

Parameter Description Statistical
Error|» D. )

Systematic Error
Error due

to f

Total
Uncertainty

Ground state fraction 0.90
(40V discharge)

21
2p D fraction
(40V discharge)

0.10

Ground State Fraction 0.78
(80V discharge)

2p D fraction21
(80V discharge)

-17 2
Cry' section

for 2.4lxl0 cm
2p P~2p D

-17 2Cross section for 1.02X10 cm
23 33

2p p~2p p
&.09

Cross section for
21 31

'2p D~2p D

2p D~3s21 1
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2p"D - 2p "D transition and (0.4 + 0.3) x 10 "cm'
for the 2p''D-3s'P cross section.

The cross sections reported are subject to the
assumptions that the cross sections for excitation
of intercombination lines from the metastable
states are negligible and that the 2P"S metasta
ble fraction of the N' beam is negligible. The
cross section for the 2P''D-3s'P excitation
could include contributions from the 2p''D -3s'P
transition if these assumptions are not valid. The
cross sections for the first two peaks, however,
are relatively independent of these assumptions.

The + 10'%%uo systematic error given in Table l is
an estimate of the uncertainties in pressure,
scattering length, and uniformity of source and
accelerator over the energy variation of a data
trail (50 V out of 50 kV). Possible angular scat-
tering to angles larger than the acceptance angle
of the decelerator and energy analyzer has not
been included in this error estimate. lf angular
scattering is significant, the cross sections quot-
ed here will be too low.

No detailed analysis of the remaining structure
(Fig. 1) has been attempted. The peaks at 19.2,
21.2, and 23.2 eV are due primarily to excita-
tions of the N' ground level, but also contribu-
tions from excitation and ionization of He and ex-
citation from the metastable state. The two
small peaks between 30 and 35 eV have the cor-
rect energy to be simultaneous excitation of the
He target and of the first two observed levels
of N'.

)Work supported by the National Science Foundation.
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